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Zeitgeist is a mind heist – venus project is a scam ?

Just another WordPress.com weblog
 

 

Love this Kid

So someone named jmpeer came on the forum and told Zeitgeist members whats what today.  I found it
amusing.

http://thezeitgeistmovement.com/joomla/index.php?
option=com_kunena&Itemid=99999&func=view&catid=231&id=240877

jmpeer: “I’m wondering where you get your information?
Where do you publish your sources?
I don’t acknowledge things until they’re indisputably proven,
and unfortunately, your sources, particularly with the debunking of
religion, are challenged quite a bit.
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Little bits of evidence, testimonies, and reasoning aren’t enough.
You have to make your case clear beyond all doubt.
Who orchestrates your media and site?
You need to touch em both up.
Your general organization and presentation aren’t too effective,
as shiny and inspirational as you might thing it is,
you really do need to make them less doubtful, more organized, and less sketchy.
You need to actually prove your case and jump on it if it’s worth anything.
Gettin shit across really isn’t hard.”

Well, you know the drill, they all rush in to argue the guy’s point and nit pick his grammar, etc.  Then an
admin steps in:

Admin: “Obviously you have taken little time to review our materials.  Very soon there will be a test
to gain entrance into this forum for the sake of making sure these kinds of posts are at a minimum.
The Z Movies are merely inspirations for TZM. You have to actually review our materials to
understand what we are doing.
Please review the following before posting more.”
PDF Orientation:
www.thezeitgeistmovement.com/The%20Zeitgeist%20Move
video.google.com/videoplay?docid=393248704316363626
vimeo.com/78575
vimeo.com/79388
vimeo.com/63469
vimeo.com/78668
vimeo.com/7866864
www.thezeitgeistmovement.com/A-Designing…tureE-BOOK-
www.thezeitgeistmovement.com/joomla/inde…;id=28&Item [1]
“Until you do so, you really have no busniess being here.”

http://web.archive.org/web/20110808005734/http://yawnyawnyawn.net/
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Share this: TweetTweet 0

Eco World Content From Across
The Internet.

Like 2 bloggers like this post.

Then jmpeer: You’re very rude and naive, especially for an admin, to assume I haven’t visited those
materials before.  What you’ve suggested is again irrelevant. I’m not talking about your pretty face.
I’m talking about the little wart on the side of your pretty face. Perhaps you’re good at reading the
context of things since stating it directly didn’t seem to phase you.  Your failure to understand what
I’m saying is a problem for you, not for my satisfaction.
Please reread my posts and try to understand what I have pointed out.  And bear in mind your
judgement isn’t exactly best when it comes to evaluating yourself, so think as if you were not a
member on Zeitgeist.”

The little wart on the side of your pretty face.  Haha.  Just goes to show how Zeitgeist comes off as a bunch of
wannabe intellectual space cadets to the very people they try to appeal to.  So now they are going to administer
a test for forum members?  Initiation!

[1]These links posted to the Zeitgeist current propaganda videos and reading materials the admin want all members to research and are
required to understand, I am assuming this is the kind of material that they will test potential members of the cult on, I have seen fit to

remove advertising this here.
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14 Responses to “Love this Kid”

1. That is pretty funny that guys got a smart way of saying things.

I am looking forward to taking notes on the zeitgeist IQ test.

 anticultist said this on March 23, 2010 at 11:00 am | Reply

2. A test to get into the forums!!!! LOL

If such a test is based on knowledge I might come back just to be a pain in their ass.

Example “Hey everyone I’m back, I passed the test. That means I can talk shit about your plan and no one can say shit right?”

 Stonegoal said this on March 23, 2010 at 3:36 pm | Reply

3. Damn, I haven’t been active in the forum and to know the admin’s attitude is something like this is totally unacceptable. What kind of people
they are getting to moderate the forum anyway? Do all the mods have this attitude problem?

 Zeitgeist Lah! said this on April 18, 2010 at 12:20 pm | Reply

Not all the mods are like this, but the ones who arent are generally quiet and are talked down at by the more ‘authoratative’ ones, there
are so many inhouse admin fights there its almost unbearable.

Their membership appears to be quite unhappy at times by the way they are being represented in public.

There are so many disputes in threads that are visible on their forum, that anyone wanting to see how unprofessional they are could get a
complete insight in a days reading.

 anticultist said this on April 18, 2010 at 12:36 pm | Reply

4. Just a quickie for you Kris proving robots and science means shit in context of the venus project.
Why ?
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Because Jacque Fresco has invented nothing himself since the 1960s and its all irellevant stuff and out of date.
Everything he states about technology is simply common technological knowledge the average interested punter can find online.
Dont believe me? sensors on cars, Mercedes/BMW have all been involved in that for years and built practical working examples that were
tested. Memory alloys are old hat that are considered in the aviation industry, Jacque did not invent it. Domed homes were patented, tested and
invented by Buckminster Fuller, aerodynamic cars again invented and physically built by Buckminster Fuller. The list goes on and on for his

second hand anouncements of technological possibilities.

Now if you look at the rest of the blog you will see this isn’t the TED forum nor does it pretend to be. This is not about how viable some of the
science is, we are all well aware of computers and robots here man, please dont kid yourself that we are stupid. It is kind of simple and I will
lay it out for you, we think that some of the more spurious claims are not achievable and that there are holes everywhere in TVP’s/TZM’s
claims.

Regarding knowledge of science:
Personally speaking I do have knowledge of science, in fact I have a lot of science knowledge [analogue & digital electronics/software
programming/DSP/physics/mechanics] and upto post graduate level. I dont need to have a pissing contest with you, just because we dont talk
about something does not mean we don’t have any understanding of it, thats a false conclusion to jump to. It just means it is unecessary to
discuss it out of context, you may even find some people here are beyond your own grasp of science in certain fields, so dont go shooting your
mouth off if you dont know for sure.

As an aside:
There is no reason to talk robots and science in this thread, because its discussing some kid lifting the wig off their admin and peering at their
bald head.
Thanks for stopping by TEDS that way ———>

 anticultist said this on April 18, 2010 at 6:27 pm | Reply

5. I wonder if the test is in different languages.
I wonder if the test if forced on the current members to take.
I wonder…

I dislike it when admins and moderators use generic accounts like that and try to slam the law book on you hiding their identity like punks. Very
cowardish. I didn’t like seeing that as a MOD and I don’t like seeing that now.

————-
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“Damn, I haven’t been active in the forum and to know the admin’s attitude is something like this is totally unacceptable.”

I agree.

“What kind of people they are getting to moderate the forum anyway?”

Yes-men.

“Do all the mods have this attitude problem?”

Yes, man (pun-intended).

With this test, MODs think they are probably teachers now which makes the environment more disturbing.

————-

“That is pretty funny that guys got a smart way of saying things.”

Yeah, it’s amazing.

“I am looking forward to taking notes on the zeitgeist IQ test.”

http://conspiracyscience.com/forums/topic/zeitgeist-movement-entrance-exam

BAM!

————-

“A test to get into the forums!!!! LOL”

I know, I know…

“If such a test is based on knowledge I might come back just to be a pain in their ass.”

Oh Boy!

“Example “Hey everyone I’m back, I passed the test. That means I can talk shit about your plan and no one can say shit right?”

http://web.archive.org/web/20110808005734/http://conspiracyscience.com/forums/topic/zeitgeist-movement-entrance-exam
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That would be hilarious. But they would just call you a type 3 “troll”. I just love who that word expands and expands. And to levels, who would
have thunk it? They might get more “trolls” being sarcastic asking what level they are on as if they are playing a game. It’s so funny.

————-

“Not all the mods are like this, but the ones who arent are generally quiet and are talked down at by the more ‘authoratative’ ones, there are so
many inhouse admin fights there its almost unbearable.”

Well, the ones that did not comply either left (like me) or got de-modded. Yes, I said it. Something about position of power just messes things
up, apparently if you’re paid or not. There’s always perks for people to corrupt themselves over. Think about it.

“Their membership appears to be quite unhappy at times by the way they are being represented in public.”

Yeah, that’s why I left the movement. It’s sad really.

“There are so many disputes in threads that are visible on their forum, that anyone wanting to see how unprofessional they are could get a
complete insight in a days reading.”

Yeah and after the threads are locked or/and people or warned with threats of banning, then it can get uncomfortable for communication in
general.

 BranManFloMore said this on April 28, 2010 at 2:23 am | Reply

6. You know, I’m for the test, for what might be considered all the wrong reasons!

As it will save people from the forums..

 Nanos said this on June 9, 2010 at 7:54 am | Reply

It is also very interesting to note that for an anti credentialist movement who consider taking tests and exams and studies in the
mainstream college system as indoctrination.

It is somewhat perplexing that they are copying the same standards and techniques to gain access to their forum.

Indoctrination ?
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Why of course it is.

 anticultist said this on June 9, 2010 at 6:42 pm | Reply

7. You know, I reckon the test was probably done in the best of intentions, without probably realizing the downsides.

But, as you cannot really question anything on TZM, no ones ever going to listen to suggestions on improving it, adjusting it, removing it/etc.

I find it, fascinating that TZM follows the behavior of many organisations in the way that it evolves and copies much of things its against.

I guess its yet another example of evolution in practice, and shows that we are very much slaves to our genetic programming to behave
constantly like primitive apes who can’t get along with each other so well as we like to think.

I had hoped we could break away from that, and use what intellect we had to spot when things are going pear shaped and adjust, but instead
we just get dragged down with everyone else.

It always seems to hinge on having a good leader by chance..

If not, they fail to spot these problems themselves and we get a repeat performance.

Its such a shame to rely on chance to save the planet..

I thought we was better than relying on that, what ever happened to our ability to work together and use our minds for goodness sake!

At least there is the odd beacon of hope here or there, now with the internet its never been easier to find like minded souls, only its a shame we
all tend to live so far apart.

 Nanos said this on June 10, 2010 at 7:58 am | Reply

I noticed they banned you, Peter wrote a big elongated thesis on why it was justified.

Basically that test is to discourage people like you and I from ever posting.

 anticultist said this on June 10, 2010 at 3:35 pm | Reply
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8. yo, nanos…why you never make contact bro? missed ya. Come on over to RBEF some time and chat.

I’m dying over there from lack of peeps.

 prometheuspan said this on June 11, 2010 at 11:24 pm | Reply

Yeah, it’s pretty quiet there. You’re welcome there Nanos.

 BranManFloMore said this on June 12, 2010 at 12:02 am | Reply

9. [...] Love this Kid [...]

Zeitgeist Blogs: Zeitgeist is a Mind Heist « Zeitgeist Movement Exposed said this on November 10, 2010 at 9:10 pm | Reply

10. [...] Love this Kid [...]

Zeitgeist Blogs: Zeitgeist is a Mind Heist « Zeitgeist Movement Exposed said this on November 10, 2010 at 9:12 pm | Reply
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